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W e  analyze the complexity of verifying whether a  given element is within E of 
the solution element. This may be  contrasted with the complexity of comput ing an  
element that is within e  of the solution element. For discrete problems with E = 0  
verification is no  harder than computat ion in any  setting. For IBC problems verifi- 
cation can be  easier or harder than computat ion. W e  will show that the worst case 
complexity of verification for IBC problems is often infinite. W e  therefore switch 
to the probabilistic case and  study the probabilistic complexity of verification as  a  
function of the error tolerance E and  the probability of failure 6. W e  assume that 
the solution element is specif ied by  a  linear cont inuous functional def ined on  a  
Banach space equipped with a  Gaussian measure.  For fixed 6  and  small E, the 
complexity of verification is zero, whereas for fixed E and  small 8  the complexity 
of verification is essentially a  function of only 8  and  may be  exponential ly harder 
than the complexity of computat ion. 8 19% Academic press, IN. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Information-based complexity, IBC for brevity, studies the m inimal 
cost of computing an  e-approximation to the solution element in different 
settings; see, e.g., T W W ’ (1988). By the setting we mean  how error and  
cost are defined. The  E-complexity is then defined as the m inimal cost of 
computing a  solution element with error at most E. The  &-complexity 
usually goes to infinity as E goes to zero. We  call such a  problem the 
computational problem of IBC, and  denote its a-complexity by 
compCom(E). 
’ By T W W  we mean  Traub, Wasilowski, and  Wotniakowski.  
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We deal with a different problem in this paper. Instead of computing an 
s-approximation to the solution element, we wish to verify whether a 
given element is within E of the solution element. We call such a problem 
the uerification problem of IBC. By the s-complexity of the verification 
problem, compVer(s), we mean the minimal cost to solve the verification 
problem in a given setting. 
We now specify the computational and verification problems in more 
technical terms. The solution elements are defined by S(f), where S is a 
given operator whose range is a normed linear space, andf belongs to a 
given set F. We assume that information aboutfis partial and provided by 
computing information operations from a class A. 
For the computational problem we combine information operations 
from A to compute an element that is within E of S(f). 
For the verification problem we wish to verify whether ((g - S(f)/ is at 
most E. Hence g is from a given set G andfis from F. That is, we wish to 
compute the verijcation operator VER(f, g), which is defined as VER(f, 
g) = YES if/k - S(f)11 - < G, and VER(f, g) = NO otherwise. We assume 
that the element g is known and the information about f is gathered as 
before by computing information operations from A. 
Suppose first that E = 0; i.e., we wish to verify whether g = S(f). 
Obviously, if the solution elements can be computed with finite cost, then 
with one extra comparison we can solve the verification problem. In this 
case, the verification problem is no more difficult than the computation 
problem in any setting; see Garey and Johnson (1979), where this point is 
explored for many combinatorial and discrete problems and serves as a 
basis for studying NP-problems. 
But, as mentioned before, for a typical computational problem of IBC, 
the solution elements cannot be computed exactly with finite cost, and 
therefore to make complexity finite the error tolerance E must be positive. 
In this paper we seek relations between the complexities of the verifica- 
tion and computational problems for positive E. 
We study this question for linear problems in the worst-case and proba- 
bilistic settings. By a linear problem, see TWW (1988, Chap. 4), we mean 
that S is a linear operator, F = {f: ((Tf(/ < l} for a linear operator T, and A 
is a set of linear functionals. We also assume that G is an arbitrary non- 
empty subset of a normed linear space. 
We first discuss the worst-case setting in which we wish to compute the 
verification operator VER(f, g) for all considered f and g. Before we 
present a general result we present a simple example of a linear problem 
which should indicate why we may encounter trouble with the verification 
problem in the worst-case setting. 
EXAMPLE 1. I. Suppose we are asked to verify whether a real number 
g is an &-approximation of the integral of a function f; i.e., to verify 
whether 
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Here g and a positive E are known, and f: [0, l] * Iw is a Lipschitz 
function with constant less than 1. For this example, G is an arbitrary 
nonempty subset of R and F is the class of Lipschitz functions with 
constant less than 1. Since Lipschitz functions are differentiable almost 
everywhere, the class F can be expressed as 
F = {fi [O, 11 + R: ]jTfjlm < 1) with Tf = f’ 
and S(f) = JAf(t) dt. 
We assume that the function f is not known but we can compute the 
values off at any point from [0, I], and we are charged a fixed positive 
cost c for each function evaluation. That is, A is now a set of linear 
functionals L of the form L(f) = f(t), ‘v”E F for some t E [O, 11. We also 
assume that we can perform arithmetic operations and comparison of real 
numbers at unit cost. 
We wish to verify inequality (1.1) for fixed E, for any number g from G, 
and for any Lipschitz function with constant 1. Unfortunately, no matter 
whether E is small or large, this cannot be done with finite cost. To see 
this, take any g from G and suppose that we compute function values at 
finitely many points and that the computed values are all equal to g + E. 
Knowing these function values, we have at least two different candidates 
for the function f. The first is f(x) = fr (x) = g + E. Note that inequality 
(1.1) is true for fi. The second candidate is f(x) = h(x), where jj is a 
seesaw function between the computed points. The integral offi is greater 
than g + E, and therefore inequality (1.1) is false forfz. Since our verifica- 
tion concerning inequality (1.1) is based on the function values computed, 
and becausefr andf2 have the same values, our verification must be wrong 
for either f, or fi. 
Thus, this verification problem cannot be solved in the worst case 
setting, and we have 
compVer(E) = t-w VE 2 0. 
This should be compared to the &-complexity of the computational prob- 
lem, which is 
in which a E [0, 21; see, e.g., Traub and Woiniakowski (1980, Chap. 6). 
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In particular, if E 2: 1, then the computational problem is trivial; still, 
the verification problem cannot be solved. 
We now discuss general linear problems in the worst-case setting. First 
of all, observe that if the sets F and G are such that for any g from G we 
have VER(F, g) = {YES} or VER(F, g) = {NO} then obviously the verifi- 
cation problem is trivial and we can easily solve it. 
Assume therefore that VER(F, g) = {YES, NO} at least for one element 
g from G. Then the negative result presented in Example 1.1 extends to 
all linear problems which cannot be computed exactly by a finite number 
of information operations provided that the range of the operator S has a 
strictly convex room. That is, we have 
compVer(e) = +cc vs 2 0. 
Thus, no matter if E is large or small, the verification problem cannot be 
solved in the worst case setting. On the other hand, the s-complexity of 
the computational problem can be essentially any nonincreasing function 
of E; see Traub and Woiniakowski (1980, Chap. 5). In Section 3 we show 
that the assumptions that the linear problem cannot be computed exactly 
with a finite cost and that the norm of G is strictly convex are essential. 
To make the worst-case complexity finite we must relax the definition 
of the verification problem. This can be done by not requiring computa- 
tion of VER(f, g) whenever E < j/S(f) - g/l 5 (1 + CX)E for some positive 
CL Then the worst-case complexity of the relaxed verification problem is 
at most equal to compCom(s a/2). This bound is sharp for some problems, 
whereas for some other problems the dependence on (Y can be relaxed. 
For details, see Novak and Woiniakowski (1992). 
We now turn to the probabilistic setting. We assume that S is a linear 
continuous functional, and F is a separable Banach space equipped with a 
Gaussian measure p whose mean is zero. Take the set A as a subset of the 
class of linear continuous functionals. Obviously, to make the verification 
problem interesting we must assume that S 4 A. We assume now that G is 
an arbitrary nonempty subset of R. 
In the probabilistic setting, we wish to compute the verification opera- 
tor VER(., g) for each g from G module a set of elementsfof measure at 
most 6. To stress the dependence on the parameter 6, as well as on the 
probabilistic setting, we denote the probabilistic complexity of the verifi- 
cation problem by compProb-ver(&, 8). Similarly, compprob-com(&, 6) will de- 
note the probabilistic complexity of the computational problem in which 
the solution elements are not approximated to within G on a set of measure 
at most 6. 
To make both complexity finite for positive E and 6 we must assume 
that S can be approximated with arbitrarily small error (in norm generated 
by the Gaussian measure CL) by a linear combination of finitely many 
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functionals from A. Equivalently, we assume that the minimal variance 
a,* of the Gaussian measure of the solution elements which can be 
achieved after rz information operations from A goes to zero as n ap- 
proaches infinity. 
Then the complexities of the computational and verification problems 
are finite, and the relations between the two complexities depend on the 
relations between E and 6. We now state the results. 
It is known, see TWW (1988, Chap. 8), that the probabilistic complexity 
of the computational problem is given by 
comp~~ob-com~(~, 6) = (c + a)min{n: m5 E/+-Y 1 - a)}, (1.2) 
where a E [0, 21 and $ is the probability i t ral $(x) = <E e-rZ’2 
dt. For small 6 we have $-‘(1 - 6) = &: 
For the verification problem, the probabilistic complexity depends on 
the relation between e and 6. Assume first that 
(1.3) 
where (~0 = SF S*(f)&$) is the variance of the Gaussian measure PSI. 
Observe that (1.3) means that E is small relative to S. In this case the 
verification problem is trivial since 
compprob-ver(&, 6) = 0. (1.4) 
To understand (1.4), note that 
and we can approximate the verification operator VER by NO with zero 
cost modulo a set off of measure at most 6. In particular, we have 
compProb-ver(O, 6) = 0 V6 2 0. 
Thus, as long as (1.3) holds, the verification problem is trivial whereas the 
computational problem has probabilistic complexity which can increase 
quickly to infinity as E goes to zero. This shows that the role of the error 
tolerance E in the computational problem is quite different than in the 
verification problem. 
Assume now that 
(1.3 
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that is, 6 is small relative to E. Then, in particular, we prove that for G = R 
and 6 going to zero, we have 
5 3 6(1 + o(l)) + 6, 
(1.6) 
where a E [0, 21, b E [O, 51, and a* E [I, 21. 
Both complexities of the computational and verification problems are 
given by similar formulas, but the term 
&/$-I(1 - 8) = e/V2 In l/S 
in the complexity of the computational problem is replaced by V&/a* S 
in the complexity of the verification problem. We have 
compprob-ver(E, 6) = ~~mp~rob-com(~, e-(ae’s)2 (1 + o(l))) 
where (Y = a*/(2rV’&). 
For 6 = O(E) with E tending to zero, and 6 < Ijl(alV’&), we show that 
compprob+er(c, 6) = (c + a) min n. ( * j/$= O@)] + b, 
with a E [O, 21 and b E [O, 51. 
Thus we see that for a small in relation to a, the verification problem 
corresponds to the computational problem with an exponentially smaller 
6. If, for example, v,* = @(n-P) for a positive p, then the verification 
problem is exponentially more difficult than the computational problem. 
We mention several open questions concerning the verification prob- 
lem. It would be interesting to generalize the results of this paper for 
linear operators S in the probabilistic case, and for general operators S in 
the worst case setting. 
Finally, we summarize the contents of the rest of this paper. In Section 
2 we define the verification problem precisely. Section 3 deals with the 
worst case setting, where we prove that the verification problem cannot 
be solved for many iinear problems. Section 4 deals with the probabilistic 
setting. We first analyze nonadaptive information and find sharp estimates 
on the probabilistic failure. We then show that adaptive information does 
not help and we derive complexity bounds. The analysis of this section is 
illustrated by two integration examples. The first one is for scalar periodic 
smooth functions, and the second one is for multivariate continuous func- 
tions , 
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2. VERIFICATION PROBLEM 
For a given set F and a given normed linear space G,, consider an 
arbitrary operator 
S: F* G,. 
Let G be a nonempty subset of G,. 
By the verification problem we mean to compute the veriJication opera- 
tor VER: F x G ---, {YES, NO} defined as 
YES 
VEN.6 d = 
if II W) - gll 5 6 
NO 
if l(W) - gll > E. 
That is, we wish to verify whether the elements S(f) and g differ in norm 
by at most E. Here E is a given nonnegative number. 
To compute VER(f, g) we assume that the element g is known, and the 
knowledge of the elementf can be gathered by computing some informa- 
tion operations L aboutf. Let A be a given set of such information opera- 
tions; see TWW (1988, pp. 27-30). 
The information which is computed aboutfmay depend on the element 
g and is of the form 
(2.1) 
As indicated, the choice of Li,g may depend on the element g; additionally 
it may also depend on already computed values L,,,(f), Lz,Jf), . . . , 
Li-l,g(f). That is, 
Li,g = Li,g(‘; Yl, Y2, * . * 3 Yi-1) 
foryj = Lj,g(f). We assume that for eachyj, Li,g(.; yl, ~2, . . . , yi-1) E A. 
The number IZ = n(f, g) may depend on the element g and the computed 
values Li,Jf). The choice of Li,g and II = n(f, g) may also depend on the 
fixed parameters of the verification problem such as the operator S and 
the error tolerance E. We assume that n(f, g) < +w. 
If the choice of LI,~, LzVg, . . . , L,,, or the number IZ varies with g 
or with the computed values, then N is called adaptive; otherwise 
(i.e., when the choice of Li,g and the number n are fixed and do not vary 
either with element g or with the computed values) N is called non- 
adaptive . 
The operator N is called the information operator, and its cardinality is 
defined as the maximal number n(f, g) of information operations, 
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card(N) = max n(f, g). 
fEF,gEG 
Knowing iV(f; g) and g, we combine this information by a mapping 4, 
called an algorithm, where $: N(F x G) x G + {YES, NO}, to get 
wf, ‘d = 4wu-i gh $9. 
The approximation operator U, where U: F x G+ {YES, NO}, may also 
depend on the fixed parameters of the verification problem such as the 
operator S and the error tolerance E. It is sometimes convenient to iden- 
tify the approximation V as the pair U = (4, N). 
In the worst-case setting, we wish to find an approximation operator U 
such that 
Uf, g) = VENft g) VfEF,gEG. 
In the probabilistic setting, assume that the set F is equipped with a 
probability measure ,u. For a given 6 E [0, 11, we wish to find an approxi- 
mation operator U such that 
,u{f E F: Wf, g) = VEW, g>> 2 1 - 6, Vg E G. 
That is, for each g from G, we require that I/ differs from VER only on a 
set off of measure at most 6. 
3. WORST-CASE SETTING 
In this section we show that the verification problem cannot be solved 
for many linear problems in the worst-case setting. That is, there exists no 
approximation operator U which is equal to VER. 
By a linear problem (see TWW, 1988, Chap. 4), we mean a problem for 
which 
(1) F = U-E Fl: llWll< 11, h w ere T: FI -+ X is a linear operator, and 
F1 is a linear space and X is a normed linear space, 
(2) S is a linear operator, S: F1 * Gi, and 
(3) A is an arbitrary subclass of the class of linear functionals 
L: F, --, R. 
We will sometimes assume that the space G, is a strictly convex normed 
space over the real field, i.e., 
lkd = lk211 and lkl + g2)1 = b)l + hII implies that gl = g2. 
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We recall the concept of radius of information; see, e.g., T W W  (1988, 
p. 44) for a detailed discussion of this concept. Let U(f, g) = $(N(f; g), 
g). Define Ng = N(., g). Usually the information operator Ng is many-to- 
one, and knowing y = N,(f) it is impossible to recoverfexactly. The set 
A = SN;‘(y) = {Sf: f E  F and N,(f) = y} 
is the set of indistinguishable solution elements with respect to the com- 
puted y. Let 
denote the radius of the set A. Then the radius of information Ng is given 
by 
r(N,) = sup rad(SN,‘(y)). 
YEN,(F) 
We also recall the e-cardinality number, 
m(e) = min(n: there exists M  of the form (2.1) such that card(M) 
5 n and r(M) 5 E}, 
which is the minimal cardinality of information with radius no greater than 
a; see, e.g., T W W  (1988, p. 53) where the role of m(e) is explained in the 
worst case setting. Here we use the convention that min 0 = +w. 
Usually m(E) goes to infinity as E  goes to zero. How quickly m(e) goes 
to infinity tells us, in general, how hard it is to approximate the elements 
S(f). For most S  and A, we have m(0) = +w. On the other hand, if m(0) < 
+m then the elements S(f) can be recovered exactly by computing finitely 
many information operations from A. 
The verification problem depends on a relation between the sets F and 
G. Clearly, if for any g from G we have VER(F, g) = {YES} or VER(F, g) 
= {NO} then the verification problem is trivial and can be easily computed 
by V(*, g) = YES or V(*, g) = NO, respectively. 
Therefore, we assume that there exists an element g from G such that 
VER(F, g) = {YES, NO}. (3.1) 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that (3.1) holds. Zf m(0) = +m and G1 is 
strictly convex then the verification problem cannot be solved for linear 
problems in the worst-case setting. That is, 
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We, g) f VEN-, d 
for all approximation operators U and all g from G satisfying (3.1). 
Proof. Observe that (3.1) means that there exist two elementsfi andf2 
from F such that 
llg - S(h)ll 5 E and l/g - WJII > 8. 
Define h(t) = ()g - S(tfr + (1 - t)f2)/1 for t E [0, 11. Since h(O) 5 E, h(1) > E 
and h is continuous, there exists t E [0, 1) such that h(t) = E. Letf = tfi + 
(1 - t)f2. Then 
llg - S(f)(l = 8 and IITfII < 1. (3.2) 
Take U = (4, N), where N is an arbitrary information operator of finite 
cardinality and 4 is an arbitrary algorithm. Apply the information N to the 
elements f and g of (3.2). Let LT, Lf, . . . , L$ be the linear functionals 
used in the information Nforf and g. Let N* = [LT, Lf, . . . , L$]. Note 
that, in general, N* # N, but N*(f) = N(f; g) and n* = n(f, g) < +m. 
The information N* is nonadaptive and its radius is given by 
r(N*) = a sup{](~(h)l]: h E F, L,:(h) = 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , n*}, 
with a E [ 1, 21; see, e.g., TWW (1988, p. 58). 
Since m(0) = +w, then r(N*) > 0. Thus, there exists an element h* 
from F such that N*(h*) = 0 and S(h*) # 0. Let /3 = 1 - IjTf 11. Then p > 0. 
Note thatfora E (-1, +I}, we havef + @h* E F, and N*(f + c$h*) = 
N*(f ). 
Let u = /3S(h*) # 0. Consider the elements g - S(f) - CXU. Suppose that 
for both cq ()g - S(f) - cru(J 5 E. Then 
2E = llg - S(f) - u + g - S(f) + u/I 5 (lg - S(f) - u(I 
+ llg - S(f) + VII 5 2.9 
implies that ))g - S(f) - ZJJ] = llg - S(f) + u]I = E and 
Ilk - S(f) - u) + (g - S(f) + 41 = l/g - S(f) - 4 + Ilg - S(f) + 4. 
Due to strict convexity of the norm of G, , g - S(f) - u = g - S(f) + u 
and u = 0, which is a contradiction. 
Hence, there exists CX* E {- 1, + 1) such that 
l/g - S(f) - S(a*Ph*)l( = 11s - S(f + a*Ph*)(l > E. 
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Observe that 
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VER(J; g) = YES, VER(f+ a*hph”, g) = NO. 
On the other hand, N(f + a*/3h*; g) = N(f; g) yields 
U(f + a*/3h*, g) = c#4V(f + a*@z*; g), g) = 40V; g), g) = Ut.6 g). 
Thus no matter how U(f, g) is defined we have 
u(f+ dph*, g) f VER(f+ a*@*, g) or WL d f VER(f, d. 
This completes the proof. n 
We stress that Theorem 3.1 holds for arbitrary E. Thus, even for large E, 
the verification problem cannot be solved in the worst-case setting. This 
holds despite the fact that the approximate computation of the solution 
element S(f) for large E may be very easy. 
This negative result immediately implies that the worst case complex- 
ity, compVer(e), which is the m inimal cost of solving the verification prob- 
lem in the worst case setting, is infinity for all .a. This holds under the 
assumption that each evaluation of L(f) costs c, where c is positive. 
Indeed, we have to perform infinitely many evaluations L(f) to get U = 
VER. 
In Theorem 3.1 we assume that m(0) = SC= and that Gi is strictly 
convex. We now show that these two assumptions are essential. Indeed, 
if m(O) < $03 then there exists an information operator N of finite 
cardinality such that the elements S(f) can be recovered exactly. Then 
U(.f, d = VEN.f, d, withffrom F chosen such that N(f, g) = N(f; g), is 
well defined and obviously U = VER. In this case, the verification prob- 
lem can be solved. 
We now provide an example of a linear problem with a not strictly 
convex Gi for which the verification problem can be solved for one partic- 
ular G, and cannot be solved for some other G. Of course, (3.1) holds for 
both G’s. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let Fi be a linear space of infinite sequences f = [fi , f2, 
. . .I such that sup~<~ la&j < $03 for some sequence of positive increas- 
ing numbers ai which tend to infinity. Let Gi = X be a normed linear space 
of infinite sequencesf= [fi,f2, . . .] such that llfll = suplci<oc 151 < +oo. 
Obviously, Gi is not strictly convex. Define Tf = [a,f,, a&., . . .]. Thus 
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Let S(f) = fand let A consist of all linear functionals. 
Consider first 
G = (R E GI: lIdI, = ,f kil 5 1). 
i=l 
Observe that (3.1) now holds, in particular, for g = [E, 0, 0, . . .] if E 5 1. 
We now show that there exists an approximation operator U that uses 
information of finite cardinality such that U = VER. Let II be the smallest 
integer for which 
L+ 1 - 5 E. 
%+I n+l 
Define the information N of cardinality at most 2n as 
where ij denotes the indices of the n largest components of g, 
for all i # ij, j = 1, 2, . . . , IZ. We stress that the information N is 
adaptive since the choice of the functionals depends on g. 
Define the approximation U as 
I YES if Ifj - gjJ 5 E, Vj E J, fxf, d = NO otherwise, 
where J = (1, 2, . . . , IZ, i,, i2, . . . , in}. 
We now check that U = VER. Indeed, if there exists aj E J for which 
IA - gj( > E then U(f, g) = NO and 
& < I& - gjl 5 llf - gll = IIs - gll 
yields VER(f, g) = NO. Thus U(f, g) = VER(J; g) in this case. 
Consider now the case when Ifi - gj( 5 E, Vj E J. Then U(f, g) = YES. 
Take i 4 J. We have 
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Thus, lgil I l/(n + 1) and 
Hence, IIS - gll - -= E and VER(f, g) = YES. Also in this case, U(f, g) = 
VER(f, g). Thus, U = VER, as claimed. 
Consider now the same linear problem with a set G which contains an 
element g = [a, a, . . .I. Obviously (3.1) holds for g. It is easy to see that 
the verification problem cannot be solved now. Indeed, take U = (4, N). 
For f = 0 denote n = n(0, g). Since n is finite, there exists a nonzero h 
from F such that N(h; g) = N(0, g) = 0. Let hi be its nonzero component. 
We may assume that hi < 0. Then VER(0, g) = YES and VER(h, g) = 
NO. On the other hand, U(0, g) = +(O, g) = $(N(h; g), g) = U(h, g). 
Hence, there is no way to get U(*, g) = VER(*, g), as claimed. 
Example 3.1 provides a linear problem with a not strictly convex space 
Gr for which the verification problem may be solved in the worst-case 
setting by using information of finite cardinality. This information is adap- 
tive since the choice of functionals depends on g. This dependence is 
crucial since it is easy to show that if the choice of functionals does not 
depend on g then the verification problem cannot be solved. Furthermore, 
this holds for general problems, i.e., problems which are not necessarily 
linear. More precisely, we have the following. 
For arbitrary S, F, and A, let 
with Li from A which can depend on the previously computed Lj(f) for 
j 5 i - 1. Let r(N) be the radius of information N. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let r(N) > 0 and S(F) + {g E GI: llglj = E} C G. Then 
U f VER for any approximation operator U that uses N. 
Proof. Let N(e) = N(*; g). Since r(N) > 0, there exist two elements f, 
and f2 from F such that N( f,) = N( f2) and h = S(f,) - S( f2) # 0. Let 
g = S(h) + jjfjj h. 
Then g E G and IIS - gl) = E which implies that VER( f,, g) = YES. On 
the other hand, 
IIWi) - gll = llh + llhll-‘d4 = llhll + E > E 
which implies that VER(f,, g) = NO. 
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Note that Nfd = NM yields Wfi, d = 44VfA s> = 44Vh), d = 
U(f2, g). Thus, no matter how U(fi, g) is defined, we have 
WA, d f VERUi, g> 
for i = 1 or for i = 2. This completes the proof. n 
Lemma 3.1 states that as long as G is large enough, the radius of 
information is positive, and information does not depend on g, then there 
is no way to solve the verification problem. 
4. PROBABILISTIC SETTING 
In this section we show that the verification problem can be solved in 
the probabilistic setting under the following assumptions. 
Let F be a separable Banach space equipped with a Gaussian measure 
p whose mean element is zero and whose covariance operator is C,; for 
basic properties of Gaussian measures see, e.g., Kuo (1975) and Vakhania 
(1981). 
We assume that S is a linear continuous functional, S: F + G = R, and 
A is a subclass of continuous linear functionals, A C F*. In this section 
we assume that G is an arbitrary nonempty subset of OX. 
Let v = PS-*. Then v is a one-dimensional Gaussian measure with 
mean zero and variance 
flo = S(Cp(SN = ~,lW)12pW). 
By v(g, r) we mean the Gaussian measure of the interval [g - r, g + r], 
i.e., 
In what follows, we will use the notion of probabilistic failure, or for 
brevity, failure, of the approximation U and information N. They are 
defined as follows. The probabilistic failure of the approximation U for g 
is defined as the measure of the set for which U(., g) differs from 
VW*, d, 
Fail(U, g) = ~{f E F: U(f, g) f VENS, g)}, 
and the probabilistic failure of the approximation U is defined as the worst 
probabilistic failure of U with respect to g, 
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Fail(U) = sup Fail(U, g). 
REG 
The probabilistic failure of the information N is defined as the minimal 
probabilistic failure of approximations U = (4, N) that use the informa- 
tion N, 
Fail(N) = inf Fail(+, N). 
m 
Our goal is to find N with minimal cardinality for which Fail(N) 5 6. 
4.1. Nonadaptive Information 
In this section we analyze approximations U that use nonadaptive in- 
formation N. Since N(f; g) does not depend now on g, we write N(f) 
instead of N(f, g). Thus U(f, g) = $(N(f), g) for nonadaptive N. 
We find an algorithm +* which minimizes the probabilistic failure of U 
for each element g. Then we provide bounds on the probabilistic failure 
for U*(f, g) = 4*(N(f), g) for each g. 
Consider nonadaptive information 
N(f) = L(f), ~52(f), . . . , Ldf)l, (4.1) 
with a priori given 12 and continuous linear functionals Li from A. Without 
loss of generality we assume that Li are normalized such that 
(Li, Lj>p = ai,j, i,j= 1,2,. . . ,IZ. 
Here 
L R), = uqm for L, R E F*. 
Let v, be a one-dimensional Gaussian measure with mean zero and vari- 
ance 
(+n = (S, S)p - i (S, Li); = fT0 - i S(C,(Li))2 = inf S - i aiLi 2. 
i=l i=l a,a! II i=l I/ P 
As before we denote the v,-measure of the interval [x - E, x + E] by 
vn(x, El. 
We are ready to define an algorithm +* such that the approximation U* 
has minimal failure, 
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u*cfT d = 4*wcf-1, d = 
YES if Y,(x, E) > 4, 
(4.2) NO 
if v,(x, E) 5 4, 
where x = g - Z:i”=, Li(f)S(Cp(LJ). 
LEMMA 4.1.1. Among all approximations that use information N 
given by (4. I), the approximation U* given by (4.2) has minimal failure 
for each g, and 
FaW*, d = & I w min{v,(g + t, E), 1 - v,(g + t, e))e-‘2’(2aJ dt, 
where a,, = (TQ - un. In particular, 
Fail(N) = Fail(U*). 
Proof. We need to recall a few facts which can be found in, e.g., 
TWW (1988, Chap. 6). Let p = pN-r. Then p is Gaussian on Iw” with 
mean zero and correlation matrix identity. Given y = [yr , ~2, . . . , y,J = 
N(f), the conditional measure ~(a (y) is defined on F and concentrated on 
N-r(y). The measure ~(a ly) is also Gaussian with mean element my and 
covariance operator C, given by 
my = 2 YiCpCi>, i=l 
CN = Cp - i (*, L)pCpWJ. 
i=l 
Take an arbitrary U that uses the information N, U(.f, g) = +(N(f), g). 
We have 
FaiNU, g) = lRn pL({f E F: W, g) f VWL g)H y)ddyh 
We wish to minimize Fail(U, g) by properly defining the element 
4(y, g) E {YES, NO}. The formula above indicates that $(y, g) should be 
chosen such that p({f~ F: +(y, g) # VER(f, g)}ly) is minimized. Ob- 
serve that 
ptU- E F: VER(L d = YES)Iv) = ,df E F: 1 Nf) - d 5 ~11~). 
Changing variables by t = S(f) - S(m,) we get 
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p({fE F: VER(f, g) = YES}ly) = v,,{t E Iw: (t - (g - S(Q)\ 5 E} 
= v,(g - mq, El, 
and 
/dfE F: VEW-, d = Wly) = 1 - vrdg - S(m,h E). 
From this it follows that to minimize the failure we should set 4 = $* with 
YES 
+*(Y, 8) = 
if v,(g - S(q), E) > t, 
NO 
if v,(g - S(m,), E) 5 +. 
Since g - S(m,) = g - xy=i Li(f)S(Cb(LJ) = x, this agrees with (4.2) and 
proves that U* has minimal failure for each g. 
To prove the formula for the failure of U*, note that (4.2) yields 
Fail(U*, g) = 1. minhk - S(rqJ, 4 1 - v,(g - Wn,), 4lhW. 
Change variables by t = Ay = -S(q). Then PA-’ is a one-dimensional 
Gaussian measure with mean zero and variance Q, = xy=, S(CP(Li))2 = 
o. - o,. Thus 
FaW*, d = & aB I min{v,(g + t, E), 1 - u,(g + t, E))e-‘2’(2an) dt, 
which completes the proof of Lemma 4. I. 1. w 
We now estimate the failure of U*. Let 
g* = inf{lgl: g E G}. (4.3) 
We first show that ~~(0, E) 5 4 implies U* = NO and 
Fail(U*) = v(g*, E). 
Indeed, we have v,,(x, E) 5 ~~(0, E) 5 + which yields U* = NO. Then 
Fail(U*, g) = ~{f: )S(f) - gl 5 El = v(lg - E, g + ~1) 
5 v([g* - E, g* + El) = dg*, &I 
and Fail( U*) = v(g*, E), as claimed. 
Assume now that 
(4.4) 
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This means that variance cn of the measure v,, must be sufficiently small 
relative to E. 
Let x, be a positive number such that V&X,, E) = i. That is, x, satisfies 
the equation 
e-I2l2 dt = ;. (4.5) 
Note that x,, E (0, E). Denoting 
x, = E - a, 6, (4.6) 
we have a,, E (0, a/G) and a, + 0 as G -+ 0. In what follows we use 
the probability integral, 
a,!@) = 
Recall that for large x, we have $(x) = 1 - G-1 exp( -x*/2)(1 + 
41)). 
LEMMA 4.1.2. Let v,,(O, E) > 4. The failure of U* given by (4.2) satis- 
fies the estimates 
ufi Fail(U*, g) 5 G d-7 
bk, ~1 + b(g, 3~) 2 
J) 
- 7 
+ (1 - t$ ($f)) (b(g,:)a:: ;$ 
= bk, 4 + b(s, 3~) 
J 
5 
lr u* (1 + o(l)) 
as * + 0, 
Fail(U*, g) = as V&+ 0, 
where a,, = uo - CT, and 
a*(g) = e~(&-&7)21(2uo) + e-‘“+g’vc2”o’ 
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a* = max u*(g), 
g= 
b(g, t) = e-Klgl-‘)+l*N~.)~ 
Proof. We rewrite the failure of U* using the fact that VJX, E) 2 4 iff 
1x1 % x,. We have Fail( U*, g) = Fail, + Fail*, where 
Fail, = (1 - v,(t + g, E)) e-r*‘(2aJ dt, 
1 
Fail2 = - I gj& If+gh 
v,(t + g, E) e-‘*‘@J dt. 
We first estimate FailI. We have 
(1 - VJX, E)) e-(r-g)z’(2aJ dx 
e-(x-~)2N2an) dx. 
Let x(t; [a, b]) denote the indicator function of the interval [a, b], i.e., 
x(t; [a, bl) = 1 if t E [a, b] and 0 if t $z [a, b]. Let w = Gn. Then 
-- x(t; [(x - E)/w, (x + E)/w]) emr2’* dt I e-(x-g)2’(2a~) dx 
1 =- 
If 2776 iQ IWX. (1 - x0; rcx - -4/w, (x 
+ E)/W])) e-(~-s)zh.) & e-9/* dt. 
Denote Fail, = Faill,l + Faill,z, where 
Fail 1,l = g&= j],,,(xn+l),w j]i,sxn e+g)2’(2aJ dx em”‘* dt, 
Fail ,,* = &J,ls(xn+E),w [ /~~~max’o.rn-E’rw) e-C-gW4 dx 
+ hi I 
e-(r-g)2/(2a.) ,jx e-t2/2 dt. 
x.+min{O,s-x.+rw} 1 
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We now estimate Fail]., . Note that 
e-(x-dwh) 5 e[(/gl-d+12mn) = b(g, c) for (XI 5 x, 5 E. 
Therefore 
Observe that 
Fail as G-, 0. 
To estimate Fa&2, we change variables in the two inner integrals by 
u = (x + x,)/G and by u = (x - x,,)lG, respectively. Using a, = 
(E - x,)/G we get 
Furthermore, if 6 --f 0 then a, + 0, x, --$ E, and (Y,, + uo. Thus we 
have 
Fail 1,2 = &/$ (,-(E+d*/(2@0) + e-(E-R)*J(2rO))(l + o(l)), as * + 0. 
Combining these estimates we obtain 
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Fa& 5 b(g, 4 (GE (1 - $ te)) + i e), 
Fail1 = & 
d- 
2 (e++d’/(2uo) + e-(~-d’N2uo))(l + o(l)), as G+ 0. 
We now estimate the second term, 
Fail2 = & I 
+cO 
dx, d 44 dx, x. 





1 = - 1’” (If- x(t; [x/c, (x -I 2~)/6]) e-“‘2 dt) h(x + E) dx 
2zr* 0 




+ h(x + 4 dx ) 12j2dt]. e- 
From this we obtain 
Fai12,2 d & (2b(g, 3.5) l& I,‘” te-“‘* dt + 4~ /LLz em’*‘* dt) 
n 
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Furthermore for 6 + 0, we get 
F&2 = $ (e-(~-d2K2~o) + e-(~+g)2/h))(l + o(l)). 
Combining the estimates for Fail, and Fail2 we finally obtain 
which proves the first estimate of Lemma 4.1.2. For V’& * 0 we have 
Fail(U*, g) = d 
which yields the rest of Lemma 4.1.2. n 
Remark 4.1.1. In Section 4.3 we use the estimate 
Fail(U*) 2 Fail(U*, g*) 2 Fail,,, 
where g* is given by (4.3). This estimate follows from the first part of the 
proof of Lemma 4.1.2. 
Lemma 4.1.2 presents bounds on the failure of nonadaptive information 
N. Note that the first bound on Fail(U*, g) is constructive, whereas the 
second one states that for small variance (T, the failure is proportional to 
6, and, in particular, is independent of E. The estimates of Lemma 
4.1.2 explain the role of the elements g. For small variance (T,, the ele- 
ment g affects the failure by u*(g). If jgl is close to E then u*(g) as well as 
b(g, a) are of order 1. If ) g( is large relative to 3~ then b( g, E), 6( g, 3.9), and 
u*(g) are exponentially small. Observe also that a* E [I, 21 if g = E or g = 
-a belongs to G. In this case, if E is small then a* is close to 2, and if E is 
large then a* is close to 1. 
In Section 4.2 we prove that the failure of information decreases with 
variance un. Therefore, to minimize the failure we should choose contin- 
uous linear functionals from the class A which lead to minimal variance. 
This is in full analogy with the problem of minimizing the probabilistic 
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error for approximation of the solution elements S(f) (see TWW 1988; 
Chap. 7). 
Let o,* denote the minimal variance which can be achieved after IZ 
information operations, 
a,* = inf inf S - i CriLi 2. 
LEA a,ER II i=l II IL 
(4.7) 
Without loss of generality assume that the first infimum is attained for 
functionals Li* E A. Let 
N,* = [LT, L2*, . . . ) L,*] (4.8) 
be nonadaptive information of cardinality n. It turns out that information 
N,* has minimal failure among all nonadaptive and adaptive information 
of cardinality IZ (see Section 4.2). 
4.2. Adaptive Information 
In this section we consider adaptive information N. As we shall see in 
Section 4.3 we may assume without loss of generality that the number 
n(f, g) of information operations in N is always the same, n(f, g) = n. We 
show that adaption does not help. That is, the failure of adaptive informa- 
tion is no smaller than the failure of nonadaptive information N,* defined 
by (4.8). 
THEOREM 4.2.1. For any adaptive information N of cardinality n we 
have 
Fail(N) L Fail(Nz), 
i.e., adaption does not help and the nonadaptive information Nz mini- 
mizes the failure in the class of all information of cardinality n. 
Proof. Consider arbitrary adaptive information N. The information 
Y=[Yl,. * * 7 y,J = N(f, g) is then given by 
Nf; g) = L,,(f), L2,gt.C YI), . . . 7 L&f; YI, . . . 7 in-111. 
Here we stress that the ith function Li,,(.; yl, . . . , yi-1) from the class A 
may depend on the element g as well as on the already computed values 
yj = Lj,g(f; yi , . . . , yj-1) forj = 1,2, . . . , i - 1. For brevity we denote 
LLg,y = L,gt*; Yl, Y25 * * . I Yi-1). 
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As in Section 4.1 we may normalize the functionals such that 
(L&Y 3 Lj,g,y)p = 6i.j forallg,yandi,j= 1,2,. . . ,IZ. 
We know (see, e.g., TWW, 1988; Chap. 6), that p = PN-’ is Gaussian on 
[w” with mean zero and correlation matrix identity. The conditional mea- 
sure p(* ly) is Gaussian with mean mg,y and covariance operator C,,, given 
by 
mgqy = i YiCp(Li,g,y), i=l 
Let vg,y be a one-dimensional Gaussian measure with mean zero and 
variance 
Proceedings as in Lemma 4.4.1 one can show that 
YES 
~*(f, 8) = $*w(f; d, g> = 
if vg.y(g - W,,,), 4 > 1, 
NO 
if vg,yk - Sh,,,), 4 5 t 
minimizes the failure for each g. Furthermore, this failure is equal to 
Fail(U*, g) = jR. mink,,,k - S(m,,,), ~1, 1 
- vg,y(g - S(mg,yh 4 P@Y). (4.9) 
Observe that u*,~ 1 u,*, see (4.7), for all g and y. We claim that replac- 
ing the measure vg,y with variance u~,~ in (4.9) by the Gaussian measure 
v,* with variance o,* can only decrease the failure. Indeed, we can extend 
information N by adding II continuous linear functionals (not necessarily 
from the class A) such that the new variance of the measure yg,y is always 
equal to a:. In particular, if for some g and y we have cg,y = mt then we 
add 12 functionals L such that C,(L) is in the kernel of S. Obviously, the 
failure of the extended information is no greater than the failure of the 
information N, as claimed. 
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Therefore, it is enough to show the lower bound on the failure of the 
extended information of cardinality 2n for which crg,Y = (T,*. We may then 
rewrite (4.9) as 
FaU-J*, d 2 (,& minb,*(g - S(m,,,), 4, 1 
- d<g - w%,,h 41 P(dY), (4.10) 
where W,,,) = (Y, W(Y)) with W(Y) = [~(C,&,,,Jh WC,(k,,,)), . . . , 
S(CJJ52n,g,, ))I. Then jlw(y)ll = s for all y. The integrand of (4.10) 
is a function of (y, w(y)) and we may apply Lemma 7.3 of Jackowski and 
Woiniakowski (1987) which states that w(y) in (4.10) can be replaced by 
any element z of the same norm as the common norm of w(y). Choose z = 
[S(C,(LT)), S(C,(L,*)), . . . , S(C,(L,*)), 0, . . . , 01, where L,* is given 
by (4.8). Then (4.10) takes the form 
FUU*, d 2 \+ min{d(s - ((Y, z)), E), 1 
- 4xg - ((Y, z)), 41 PUY). 
Changing variables by f = -( y , z) we conclude as in the proof of Lemma 
4.1.1 that 
Fail(U*, g) L 1 
V2n(cro - CT,*) I R 
min{v,*(g + t, E), 1 
- y,*(g + c, E)} e-f2/(2~o-~T:)) dt. 
The right hand side is exactly the same as the formula for the failure for 
the nonadaptive information IV,*. Taking the element g which maximizes 
the failure we conclude that Fail(N) I Fail(N,*), which completes the 
proof. n 
4.3. Complexity 
We are now ready to address the main question of this paper, namely, 
the complexity of the verification problem in the probabilistic setting. 
The model of computation is defined as in TWW (1988), That is, we 
assume that for each L E A and f E F, the evaluation of L(f) costs c, 
where c is positive and independent of L andf. We assume that we can 
perform arithmetic operations and comparisons of real numbers with unit 
cost. Usually c S 1. We also assume that we can use the integrals 
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Observe that +(a, b) can be expressed by at most two values of the 
probability integral I,!J(*) which is readily available. For simplicity, we 
assume that the use of $~(a, b) costs unity. 
Let U(f, g) = +(N(f; g), g). The cost of computing U(f, g), cost(U,f, 
g), is defined as the cost of computing y = N(f, g) plus the cost of 
computing r#~(y, g). For nonadaptive information N of cardinality n, the 
cost of computing y is c11. For adaptive information N of cardinality n, the 
cost of computing y may be larger than cn since adaptive selection of Li,, 
and n(f) may require additional operations. The cost of U is defined as 
the maximal cost of computing cost(U, f, g), 
cost(U) = sup cost(U, f, g). 
fEF, I= 
Clearly, for U = (4, N) we have cost(U) 2 c card(N). 
The complexity compprob-ver(a, 6) of the verification problem in the prob- 
abilistic setting is defined as the minimal cost of U with failure at most 6, 
compprob-ver(&, 6) = inf{cost(U): U such that Fail(U) 5 6). 
We say that U* is (E, 6)-complexity optimal iff 
cost(U*) = compprob-ver(a, 6) and Fail(U) I 6. 
Using the results of Sections 4.1 and 4.2 we find tight bounds on the 
complexity and U* which is (almost) (E, S)-complexity optimal. 
Assume first that 
with g* given by (4.3). Then the verification problem is trivial since, as 
already observed, U = NO solves it and 
compprob-ver(.5, 6) = 0. 
Define 
&(G, E) = supmin{v(g, E), 1 - v(g, E)}. 
REG 
Note that &,(G, E) 5 min{J, v(g*, E)} and &(G, E) = v(g*, E) if v(g*, e) 5 
4. Assume now that 
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Then the verification problem is still trivial. Indeed, it can be solved 
without computing any information N by 
YES 
wf, d = 
if v(g, E) > t, 
NO if v(g, E) Cr +. 
(4.11) 
Then Fail(U, g) = min{v(g, E), 1 - v(g, E)} and Fail(U) = &(G, E). Since 
v(g, E) = $((g - .s)/G), (g + .s)/V’&) and G can be precomputed, 
the value U(f, g) can be computed by performing at most six operations. 
Then 
compProb-ver(E, 6) 5 6. 
Consider thus the case 
6 < &,(G, E). 
This inequality means that we have to compute information N with cardi- 
nality at least 1 to solve the verification problem. 
Let N,* = [LT, Lf, . . . , L,*] be nonadaptive information of cardinality 
n given by (4.8). Without loss of generality assume that (LF, Lj*)& = 6ij, 
for i, j = 1, 2, . . . , 12. Let 
IT~(E, 6) = min{n: Fail(N,*) I S} (4.12) 
be the minimal cardinality of N,* with failure at most 6. 
The first estimate of Lemma 4.1.2 can be used to compute an upper 
bound on m(&, 6). Note that m(s, 6) is finite for all positive (E, 6) iff u,* --, 0 
as IZ --) +a. For 6 + 0, the last estimate of Lemma 4.1.2 yields 
m(&, 6) = min{n: m 5 5 6(1 + o(l))}. (4.13) 
On the other hand, if 6 = O(E) as E tends to zero and 6 < &(G, E) then the 
first estimate of Lemma 4.1.2 and Remark 4.1.1 yield 
m(&, S) = min{n: m 5 O(6)). (4.14) 
As in (4.2), define 
YES 
u*(.L g) = (P*W,*(fi gh g) = 
if +(a, b) > 8, 
NO 
if $(a, b) 5 t, 
(4.15) 
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where 
We are ready to prove the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 4.3.1. (1) Let v(g*, E) 5 6. Then U = NO solves the ueriji- 
cation problem and 
compp~ob-~e~(.5, 6) = 0. 
(2) Let &(G, E) I 6. Then U given by (4.11) solves the verification 
problem and 
comprrob+er(e, 6) 5 6. 
(3) Let 6 < &(G, E). Then U* given by (4.15) is (almost) (E, 6)- 
complexity optimal, 
c m(E, 6) I compProb-ver(e, 6) 5 cost(U*) 5 (C + 2)m(8, 6) + 5. 
For6+Oandc%l,wehave 




For 6 = O(E) and c S 1, we have 
compprob-ver(a, 8) = cost(U*) = c min n: m 5 O(6) 
Proof. We only need to prove (3). Take an arbitrary U = (4, N) with 
adaptive information N of cardinality n and with failure at most 6. Then 
cost(U) zz cn and Fail(N) I 6. 
If n(f, g) < n then we can extend the information N by adding n - n(f, 
g) linear functionals from A which obviously can only decrease the fail- 
ure. Thus without loss of generality we may assume that n(f, g) = n, V.E 
F. Then Theorem 4.2.1 yields Fail(N,*) I Fail(N) I 6. Due to (4.12), n 2 
mk, 6). 
Thus, cost(U) 2 cm(E, S) for any U with failure at most 6. This proves 
the needed lower bound on the complexity. 
To get an upper bound, note that U* given by (4.15) coincides with (4.2) 
for N = N&w since $(a, b) = u&8) (x, E). Then Lemma 4.1.1 states that 
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Fail( U*) = Fail(N &J and (4.12) yields that Fail(U*) % 6. It is easy to 
check that the cost of U* is at most (c + 2)m(e, 6) + 5 since the elements 
w,w% as well as G and 2~/= can be precomputed. 
This yields the needed upper bound on the complexity. The formulas for 
6 + 0 and 6 = O(E) follow directly from (4.13) and (4.14). The last formula 
was proven before. Hence, the proof is complete. n 
4.4. Examples 
We illustrate analysis of the previous sections by two examples. The 
first one is integration of scalar periodic smooth functions equipped with a 
Gaussian measure, and the second one is integration of multivariate con- 
tinuous functions equipped with the classical Wiener measure. In these 
two examples we assume that F is a class of functionsf: D --, IF!, and A is a 
class of function evaluations, i.e., L E A means there exists a point x E D 
such that L(f) = f(x) for V’ E F. Finally, 
EXAMPLE 4.4.1 Let D = [O, 27r] and let F be a Hilbert space of (2~)- 
periodic functions such that f(0) = 0 and whose (r - 1)st derivative is 
absolutely continuous and rth derivative belongs to the space LZ(O, 25~), 
r 2 1, equipped with the norm ]]f]]2 = s$” (f(r)(t))2 dt. 
We equip the space F with a Gaussian measure p with mean zero and 
correlation operator C, such that 
C z = k-2”z +k k, s a positive integer, 
where z2&r(X) = (-1 + cos kx)l(kW%) and ZZk(X) = (sin kx)l(k’6). 
It is known (see TWW, 1988; p. 308) that 
d- d 1 @o = (n + I)‘+“’ 
and the optimal nonadaptive information N,* consists of function evalua- 
tions at equally spaced points, 
N,*(f) = [f(2?Tl(n + l)), f(2Tr2/(n + l)), . . . ,f(27rrrl(n + I))]. 
For 6 ---* 0 and large c, the complexity and the approximation U* given by 
(4.15) are now of the form 
* I/(r+s) 





@fJ*u-T ‘d = 
if $(a, 6) > t, 
NO if +(a, b) 5 t, 
with 
where 
and B2(r+s~ is the 2(r + s) Bernoulli number. 
EXAMPLE 4.4.2. Let D = [0, Ild be the d-dimensional unit cube. Let F 
be a Banach space of continuous functions such thatf(0) = 0, and with the 
norm llfll = w.k~ IfWl. 
We equip the space F with the classical Wiener measure ,u with mean 
zero and correlation operator C, such that 
where Lx,(f) =f(x) and L,(f) = f(t) for x = [x1, x2, . . . , xd] and t = [t,, 
f2, * . . , tdl- 
It is known, see Woiniakowski (1991), that 
* = 0 (A (In .,(d-1)12) as n + +w. 
This yields that 
rn(&, 6) = 0 (f (In ;)(d-ii’2) as 6+ 0, 
compProb-ver(E, 8) = @ (c $ (In ~)rdmi)‘2) as 6 + 0. 
Let IZ = VZ(E, 6). The (almost) optimal nonadaptive information N,* 
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consists of function evaluations at tT which are related to Hummersky 
points, 
The approximation U* given by (4.15) is now of the form 
YES 
u*u> 8) = 
if $(a, b) > t, 
NO 
if +(a, b) 5 i, 
with 
b = a + ~EIP, 
where /3 = O(6). Note that the complexity of the verification problem 
depends weakly on the dimension d. 
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